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Psychoacoustically optimum matrices are described, which can be applied for re-
producing stereophonic signals, intended for reproduction via nl loudspeakers, via a
larger number n2 of loudspeakers, using velocity and sound-intensity theories of sound
localization. Optimal decoder designs for reproducing two-channel stereo via three
loudspeakers are described in detail, using frequency-dependent matrix coefficients,
along with uses in music and television applications where a stable stereo image over
a large listening area is required.

0 INTRODUCTION this problem can be solved by adaptive gain-riding or
variable matrix circuitry, such signal-dependent re-

Since the earliest days of stereo it has been realized production has audible side effects which are incom-
that reproduction of a stereo signal intended for a given patible with high-quality results.
number of loudspeakers over a greater number of loud- This paper presents the results of investigations to
speakers might give improved results [1]. In particular, find the optimum method of deriving loudspeaker feeds
the reproduction of two-channel stereo via three loud- from two stereo channels for feeding three (or more)
speakers has been proposed and used by Bell Telephone loudspeakers. Using a combination of a theoretical
Laboratories [2] in 1933 and by Klipsch in the 1950s method of analyzing auditory localization and extensive
[3]-[5] among others, where the center loudspeaker listening tests to an adjustable decoding matrix, an
was fed the average of the left and right channels with optimized three-loudspeaker decoder for two-channel
an additional gain factor. This "bridged center loud- stereo has been found which not only improves central
speaker" system has a number of claimed advantages, image stability over a large listening area, but which
including better phantom imagery with spaced-micro- also retains a wide stereo spread over that listening
phone recordings and a more stable central image across area and actually improves the quality of stereo images,
a large listening area, but the improvement over two- even for a listener seated in the ideal stereo seat.
loudspeaker stereo has not been so overwhelming that This optimum 3 x 2 matrix decoder turns out to be
this system has come into widespread use, frequency dependent in order to take into account the

With the advent of stereo television, the instability different properties of human hearing at different fre-
of central images over two-loudspeaker stereo has be- quencies. Because it involves no gain-riding or signal-
come a severe problem, since the position of the central dependent adaptive behavior, the results give very low
sound is not matched to the accompanying visual image listening fatigue--certainly lower than ordinary two-
unless one sits in a single "stereo seat" location or the loudspeaker stereo--as well as convincing stereo im-
stereo loudspeakers are placed close together. While ages for listeners across a large listening area, with

markedly better results than the older bridged center

loudspeaker method.
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for other values of nt and n2. In this paper we present in practice that the range of parameter values for a
an outline of the general theory and explicit solutions conventional two-channel stereo source has lit{le leeway
for the n2 × n] matrix decoder for n] -- 2, 3, 4 and if optimum results are required.
for n2 -- 3, 4, 5, so that the optimal method of, say,

reproducing four-loudspeaker stereo over five loud- 1 STEREO LOUDSPEAKER LAYOUTS AND MS
speakers 'can be determined. MATRICES

In connection with high-definition television (HDTV)

applications, there has been considerable controversy Fig. l(a)-(e) shows possible loudspeaker layouts
over how many loudspeakers are required for front- using from one to five loudspeakers. From left to right,
stage stereo to match the high-definition image, with the loudspeakers, and their associated feed signals, are
different workers claiming that three and four are the denoted by C] for a one-loudspeaker (mono) layout
optimum numbers, each with an associated transmission [Fig. l(a)], L2 and R2 for a two-loudspeaker stereo
channel (for example, see [6]- [8]). While the tradeoff layout [Fig. 1(b)], L3, C3, and R3for a three-loudspeaker
between localization accuracy and a convenient number layout [Fig. l(c), l(f), or l(g)], L4, L5, and Rs, and
of loudspeakers is ultimately a subjective choice, the R 4 for a four-loudspeaker layout [Fig. l(d)], and L6,

use of a 4 x 3 matrix decoder permits four-loudspeaker L7, C5, RT, and R6 for a five-loudspeaker stereo layout
reproduction from a three-loudspeaker stereo trans- [Fig. l(e)].
mission, and a 5 × 3 or 5 x 4 matrix decoder permits In these layouts a central loudspeaker is denoted by
five-loudspeaker stereo reproduction from a three- or Ct, for a numerical subscript p, and left loudspeakers
four-loudspeaker stereo transmission, so that a given and their mirror-image right counterparts by Lp and

transmission standard does not limit the number of Rp, respectively. The loudspeakers Lp are assumed to
loudspeakers that can be used by the listener/viewer, lie at an angle 0p anticlockwise from due front, and

The optimum n2 ×nl matrix decoder is not "ob- the mirror-image loudspeakers Rp are assumed to lie
vious"--indeed its computation from the localization at an angle 0p clockwise from due front at the listener.
theory given here requires both some use of the theory While a wide variety of n-loudspeaker stereo layouts

of orthogonal matrices and the numerical solution of is possible, in the main we shall deal with layouts such
systems of simultaneous nonlinear equations. The as shown in Fig. l(b)-(f) where all loudspeakers are
number of variables, and hence the complexity, of these at the same distance from an ideally positioned listener,
equations grows rapidly with the number n2 of repro- and where the angles subtended at that listener between
duction loudspeakers, and computers are required i_o ail adjacentpairs of loudspeakers arc identical, so ilia[
solve the more complex cases. In this paper we have 05 = 1/304 and 07 = 1/206.
only solved the case with up to five loudspeakers, al- In Fig. l(a)-(e) we show the case where all loud-
though the methods used are applicable also to six or speakers face the ideally situated listener. However,
more loudspeakers, in practice there areoften practical advantages in "toeing

The psychoacoustic requirements on matrix decoders in" the outer loudspeakers so that their axes cross in
for multiloudspeaker stereo fall into two areas. First front of the listener, as shown in Fig. l(f) and (g),
we require that such decoders should preserve the total since this is found to enlarge the listening area. In Fig.
energy of all input stereo signals. We have found that l(g), in addition, the loudspeakers lie along a straight
such energy preservation is not merely an aesthetic line rather than a circle centered at the listener--a
requirement to preserve the level-balance among dif- layout that generally gives less good results than the
ferent sounds, but has psychoacoustic significance, as circular layout of Fig. 1(f), but which is often easier
will be explained. Second, we require that the locali- to accommodate in a listening environment.
zation properties of the reproduced sound over n2 For reasons of theoretical convenience, most of the
loudspeakers should be as similar as possible to that analyses of psychoacoustic performance of matrix de-
originally intended via nl loudspeakers--and possibly coders are done for layouts in which all loudspeakers
better. To evaluate localization performance, we use are equally distant from the ideal listener position, as
two main classes of sound localization theory--one shown in Fig. l(a)-(e), although these decoders can

based on acoustic velocity and the other based on energy be applied to other layouts.
and sound intensity. These theories have previously It is generally more convenient to describe matrix
been applied to Ambisonic surround sound [9]- [11], decoders not directly in terms of the loudspeaker feed

but the front-stage stereo application involves some signals Lp and Rp, but in terms of signals in sum-and-
detailed differences in approach., difference, or MS, form, where we define sum signals

The energy-preservation requirement leads us to make to be those either of the form Cp or of the form
use of the theory of orthogonal matrices, and this leads

to a parameterization of possible decoder matrices Mp = 2-'/2(Lp + Rp) (1)
having a geometric character. The localization theory
is used to find the optimum values of these parameters.
Especially in the cases n ] = 3 or 4, the values of these and difference signals to be of the form
parameters are quite tightly constrained if optimum
subjective results are required, and we have also found Sp = 2-¥:(Lp - Rp) . (2)
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Signals in MS form can be reconverted back into direct
or left-right form by the inverse MS matrix equations 2 MATRIX DECODERS AND ENERGY

PRESERVATION

Lp = 2-'/2(Mp + Sp) (3) Fig. 2 shows the general schematic of a matrix re-

Rp = 2-'/_(Mp - Sp) . production decoder accepting n] signals from a stereo
source intended for n t-loudspeaker stereo reproduction,

A matrix circuit satisfying these equations will be termed and converted by the matrix reproduction decoder into
an MS matrix. It will be seen that an MS matrix is its n2 signals intended for reproduction via an n2-1oud-
own inverse, that is, the effect of cascading two MS speaker stereo layout. The action of the matrix repro-
matrices is to restore the original signal, duction decoder can be described by an n2 x nl matrix

The advantage of examining signals in MS form rather Rn2n,. If the matrix reproduction decoder is left-right
than left-right form is that in matrix decoders, sum symmetric in its behavior, it can be implemented in
signals are converted into sum signals and difference the form shown in Fig. 3, where the n z input loud-
signals into difference signals, so that one needs to speaker-feed signals are converted by MS matrices into
consider fewer matrix parameters, sum-and-difference form, the sum signals are passed

Also, the total energy of stereo signals in MS form into a sum-signal matrix A, the difference signals are
is the same as in left-right form, since passed into a difference-signal matrix B, and the results

are passed into a further set of output MS matrix circuits

M2 + Sp2 = Lp2 + Rp2 (4) to produce the n2 output loudspeaker-feed signals.
We have found that it is highly desirable that all

as can easily be checked using simple algebra, matrix reproduction decoders should substantially pre-
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Fig. 1. Loudspeaker arrangements for frontal-stage stereo. (a)-(f) All loudspeakers are equally distant from central listener
shown. (a)-(e) All loudspeakers face that listener. (f), (g) Toed in outer loudspeakers.
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serve the total energy reproduced into the room· The ferent delays, resulting in audible colorations· We have

obvious reason for this is that if the total stereo energy found empirically over the years, by investigating forms
is preserved, the level balance between different sounds of stereo signal processing that do and do not preserve
within a stereo mix will be preserved, which is of some energy, that the ears are much less sensitive to mere

artistic importance, redistributions of the stereo position with frequency
However, this is not the most important reason for due to comb-filter effects than to actual comb-filter

decoders having an energy-preserving property, since variations in the total reproduced energy (for example,
the ears are actually quite tolerant of alterations in see [13], especially p. 86, col. 1).

mere level balance that can cause other more serious Thus in general it is found that energy-preserving
psychoacoustic effects· There are two important psycho- decoders suffer from far less audible coloration over a
acoustic reasons why energy preservation is desirable, wide variety of recording techniques than do decoders

The first is that the level balance between direct with marked variations of energy gain for different
sounds and early reflections in a recording environment input stereo signal components.

conveys important cues about sound-source distance There is a third quite subtle reason for why the energy-
(for example, see Mershon and Bowers [12])· If a de- preserving property is particularly important in systems
coder is not energy preserving to a significant degree, handling frontal-stage stereo, and it has to do with

it will significantly degrade the sense of sound-source total stage width· It is generally found that most attempts
distance in those recordings having it. (such as UHJ at matrixing nl-loudspeaker stereo signals for repro-
recordings using a SoundField microphone), duction through a larger number of loudspeakers cause

The second reason is a little more complicated to a significant loss of the stereo width as a proportion of
explain, but is related to the fact that there is no con- the total angular width subtended at the listener by the
sensus as to the ideal type of stereo recording technique, stereo loudspeaker layout. This is certainly the case
The reason for this lack of consensus probably lies in with the bridged center loudspeaker system--and
the fact that no recording technique can capture all Klipsch [3]-[5] has noted the need to use a very wide
aspects of the stereo illusion perfectly, and different loudspeaker layout to mitigate this effect·

people, quite legitimately, have different balances of If one places stringent requirements of the quality
priorities concerning the aspects that are most important, of directional localization of such reproduction, as we
Many stereo microphone techniques, and electronic shall do in this paper, it is found that the widest stereo
stereo panning techniques, make use of both amplitude images are obtained if the decoder is energy preserving.
and time delay to create a stereo illusion. If such re- This is not obvious, nor is it easfiy proved mathcmat-
cordings are passed though a network that, to a sig- ically, but it appears to be true to a high degree of
nificant degree, fails to preserve the total stereo energy, approximation in cases we have investigated in detail·
then such time-delay recordings will suffer from comb- n x n matrices that preserve total signal energy for
filter addition and cancellation effects between the dif- all signals passing through them are termed unitary if

3REPROOUCr/Os[
· nI 51GNALSI MATRIX I ' lO2 .SIGNALS

_l DECODER ! L

x /

XN \xx_//_'?l/\\ i /

Fig. 2. Schematic of n2-1oudspeaker stereo reproduction via decoding matrix from hi-loudspeaker stereo source.

n 1 51GNAL5i MS ._ATt_ICE, rIZ 31GNAL_

Fig. 3. n2 x nl matrix reproduction decoder using input and output sum-and-difference processing, matrix A handling sum
signals and matrix B handling difference signals.
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they have complex-valued coefficients (for example, The general form of 3 × 3 rotation matrices is a little

if they are implemented using frequency-dependent filter more complicated, and moreover can be parameterized
networks) and orthogonal if they have real coefficients, in many different ways. One parameterization, repre-
as is the case when a matrix circuit is not frequency sentating a rotation by an angle 0 about an axis vector
dependent. (a, b, c) of unit length, that is, such that

For n2 × n] matrix circuits with nl inputs and a
greater number n2 of outputs, the network is energy a 2 + b2 + c2 = 1 , (7)
preserving if its matrix is the first (or indeed any) n l

has a matrix of the form

a 2 + (1 - a 2) cos 0 ab(1 - cos 0) + c sin 0 ac(1 - cos 0) - b sin _'_
ab(1 - cos 0) - csin0 b2 + (1 - b2) cos0 be(1 cos0) + a sin ) (8)_ac(1 cos0) + b sin0 bc(l - cos0) - a sin0 c2 + (1 - c 2) cos0

and the 3 × 3 orthogonal matrices involving a reflection
columns of an n2 × n2 unitary or orthogonal matrix in have the same form as Eq. (8) except that the signs of
the case of respective complex-valued and real matrix the last column are reversed.

coefficients. For n2 less than nl it is not possible for In practice, the parameterization of Eq. (8) is rarely
an n2 ×nl matrix to be energy preserving since some the most convenient, and in general, an n × n matrix
signal inputs result in a zero signal output, with real coefficients is orthogonal if and only if 1) all

In this paper we shall confine our attention to matrix its columns are vectors of unit length, that is, the sum
decoders that have substantially real coefficients and of squares of its entries is 1, and 2) any two columns
that either are totally frequency independent or are have a zero inner product, that is, the sum of the products
broadly frequency independent across two or three broad of the corresponding entries of the two columns is 0.

frequency bands, and whose frequency dependence is This characterization is often a useful way of construct-
largely confined to the transition regions between those lng orthogonal matrices for particular applications.
frequency bands. Thus we shall only analyze in detail We shall now describe the general form of the matrix

the case with real matrix coefficients. A and matrix B equations for energy-preserving decoders
If the overall decoder of Fig. 2 is energy preserving, having the form of Fig. 3, taking into account that we

then so is matrix A and matrix B in the implementation have general desired properties such as that the repro-
of Fig. 3, since MS matrices preserve energy, as we duced stereo should be the right way round.
have seen earlier. Thus for real coefficients, matrices For an energy-preserving 3 x 2 matrix decoder, the
A and B are each formed from columns of respective matrix A equation is of the form
orthogonal matrices.

$ow the general form of n × n orthogonal matrices (M3) = (sin_)is well understood by mathematicians. Such matrices C3 ,cos [M2] (9a)
either describe rotations in n-dimensional space, or

else describe the effect of a rotation preceded by a and the matrix B equation is simply
reflection about an axis. For the purposes of this paper

it is not necessary to describe the general case in detail, S3 = S2 (9b)
although it is worth mentioning that 1/2n(n - 1) free

parameters are required to specify an arbitrary rotation where the angle parameter 0 lies between 0 ° and 90°.
matrix in n dimensions. For an energy-preserving 4 × 3 matrix decoder, the

For this paper we need only examine the general matrix A equation is of the form
form of 2 x 2 and 3 × 3 orthogonal matrices. All 2 ×

2 rotation matrices have the form (M4)=Ms ,sin(C°S0303 -Sincos0303)(M3)c3 (10a)

cos.sin:)sin 0 cos (5) and the matrix B equation is of the form

where 0 is an angle parameter, although by replacing fS4_= /cos 0Dh [S3] (10b)
0 by 90 ° - 0 one can interchange the sines and cosines _,]S5 _,sin 0D I
in this expression. The other 2 × 2 orthogonal matrices,

associated with a reflection followed by a rotation, where 03 and 0D are angle parameters, with 0D certainly
have the form lying between 0° and 90° and 03certainly lying some-

where in the range of, say, -30 ° to + 60 °.

cos0 sin:) Theformofanenergy-preserving5 × 4decodingsin 0 -cos ' (6) matrix is morecomplicated, and we give a parameter-
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ization here with no detailed explanation of how we For a 6 x 5 energy-preserving matrix decoder, the
arrived at it, but the reader can check that the columns matrix A equations use a 3 x 3 rotation matrix with

of the matrix A equations are indeed orthogonal and large positive diagonal elements, and the matrix B
of unit length. The matrix A equations of the 5 x 4 equations use a 3 x 2 energy-preserving matrix that is
matrix decoder have the form

{!+cos 4+vvs,. 4a cos 4ls'n 4)¢4)M7 = 2-'/2 - }.L2 cos 04 + v2 sin 04 b + [,.L2 cos 04 122sin 04 M5 (lla)
C5 h sin 04 c + h sin 04

where 04 is an angle parameter, (a, b, c) is a unit-

length vector with positive entries a, b, and c, and the first two columns of a 3 x 3 rotation matrix. We
shall not give the details of this case here. Cases in-

k = (a 2 + b2) _/2 volving more than n2 = 6 reproduction loudspeakers
in the stereo playback involve the need to consider n

b a x n orthogonal matrices with n = 4 or more, and 4 x

Ixl = _, Ix2 = _ (12) 4 rotation matrices have a quite complicated general
form involving six free parameters. Fortunately the

ac bc case with n2 > 6 rarely needs to be considered in practice

vi = _-' v2 -- h for front-stage stereo.

The matrix B equations have the form 3 COMPOSITE DECODERS

( ) ( ) ( ) Ifwehavent<n3<n2, thenwecanformann2×S6 = cos 05 -sin 05 S4 (llb) n] matrix decoder accepting nl-loudspeaker stereo input
S7 _,sin 05 cos 05 Ss signals and giving outputs for reproduction via an n2-

where 05 is an angle parameter that is likely to be well loudspeaker stereo layout by series connection of an
within the range of -45 ° to +45 °. n3 x nl matrix decoder with an n2 × n3 matrix decoder,

as illustrated in Fig. 7. Such a series connection of two
The form of an energy-preserving 4 x 2 decoding matrix decoders, or a decoder having the same matrix

matrix has a matrix A equation of the form equations as such a series connection, is termed a eom-

(M4) -_ (sin0421M5 _,cos 042/] [M2] (13a) _1[_ ' c3

and the matrix B decoding equation has the form A4X, _ C3
R2 ,

,sin  l,b, '
Fig. 4. Energy-preserving 3 x 2 matrix decoder network

where 042 and ODare angle parameters between 0 ° and with additional width control gain w.
90 °.

Figs. 4-6 showthe formsof energy-preserving3 x Il _

2, 4 X 2, and 4 x 3 matrix decoders satisfying the Lz lta_mS x M2- ,_ 3inet_2 ,50

preceding equations, where the decoders with two- Ms i_ cos¢_2 _/___R_

channel inputs are also provided with a width-control sz_,_,f)_w cossinCD M5 l_TRix_.,,_ L5

gain adjustment of the difference signal S2 by a gain _z -

factor w so that adjustments of stereo width are possible. I-_] ¢t_ S5 R5
Other n2 × nt energy-preserving matrix decoders are

implemented similarly as in Fig. 3. Fig. 5. Energy-preserving 4 x 2 matrix decoder network
For a 5 × 2 decoder, the matrix A equations are a 3 with additional width control gain w.

x 1 matrix whose entries are positive and whose squares

add up to 1, and the matrix B equations are a 2 x 1 L3 ' _4_-_M '{ A4_L_
matrix whose entries are positive and whose squares I.;7'_,,,I-'3 /0RTn0GONALIZX2I IMs13,,I^A_rmvl R
add up to 1. For a 5 x 3 energy-preserving matrix R3 qmm*_-_[-qM^re/x_-_[_ ......... J 'v

decoder, the matrix A equations area 3 x 2 energy- C3 / ///H j) c[__ I i ,___ -/-5
preserving matrix and the matrix B equations are a 2 3 A45'1 '
x 1 energy-preserving matrix. The detailed forms of s3 5 ,_s
these matrix A and matrix B equations are given in Sec.
3. Fig.6. Energy-preserving4 × 3 matrixdecodernetwork.
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posite decoder. If the component decoders are energy a 4 x 2 matrix decoder as in Eqs. (13) with a 5 × 4
preserving, then so evidently is their series connection, matrix decoder as in Eqs. (1 l)--although a given de-
If the n3 x n l matrix decoder is described by the matrix coder matrix can generally be expressed as a product

Rn3n,and the n2 3< n3 matrix decoder is described by of two component matrices in more than one way.
the matrix Rnzn2 , then the n2 3< nl composite decoder Composite decoders are important since they tend
of Fig. 7 is described by the product matrix to preserve the more desirable properties of their com-

ponent decoders. This applies not only to the energy-

Rn2nl = Rn2n3Rn3n, . (14) preservation property, but to other aspects of sound
that are preserved. For example, if the component de-

The 4 3<2 energy-preserving matrix decoder referred coders are so designed as to substantially preserve a
to in Eqs. (13) is a composite decoder formed from the given aspect of the stereo localization of sounds passed
series connection of a 3 x 2 decoder as in Eqs. (9) and through them, so will the composite decoder iFormed
a 4 × 3 decoder as in Eqs. (10), where the eD parameter by their series connection.
is the same in the two representations of the decoder This leads to the observation that, for arbitrary n2 >
and n_, an n2 3< n] reproduction matrix decoder can be

expressed as a product of (n + 1) 3< n reproduction
042 : 0 -- 03 · (15) matrix decoders for all intermediate values of n. Fig.

8 shows how signals intended for n l-loudspeaker stereo

In general, the composite decoder formed by the series can be passed through a number of (n + 1) 3<n matrix
connection of two energy-preserving decoders of the reproduction decoders to achieve reproduction via a
form shown in Fig. 3 can also be implemented as in larger number n2 of stereo loudspeakers.
Fig. 3, using a matrix A that is the product or series This figure only shows the case up to n2 = 5, although
connection of the component matrix A's, and a matrix its extension to larger numbers of loudspeakers is ob-
B that is the product or series connection of the eom- vious. If one can find psychoacoustically goos (n +
ponent matrix B's. 1) x n decoders for each n, then one can form the

Thus a 5 x 3 energy-preserving matrix decoder can composite decoders for every n2 > n_ simply by forming

be expressed as the series connection of the 4 3< 3 thematrixproductorseriesconnectionofthecomponent
matrix decoder of Eqs. (10) with the 5 3< 4 matrix decoders, as shown in Fig. 8, and also mix a stereo
decoder of Eqs. (1 1) by multiplying the associated signal intended for one number of loudspeakers with
matrices. Similarly, a 5 x 2 energy-preserving matrix those for any other numbers of loudspeakers, as indi-
decoder can be expressed as the series connection of cated by the addition nodes in Fig. 8.

I

] [ _1exe , .
· NE 'RDOCrION .'IRE?OOUCr'O:.

: [ PECOO£R ·I7! .SIGNALS I DECODER /73&/GNAbS ,. n2 $1GfiAL,S

1 Rn3nl J 'l Rf?2D3 ' '

[_ ......................

Fig. 7. Composite matrix reproduction decoder formed from series connection of two component matrix reproduction decoders.

C5

L7

G 0 0 0 0

Fig. 8. Schematic showing how stereo signals for any number of loudspeakers can be mixed with those intended for and
reproduced via any larger number of loudspeakers using component (n + 1) x n matrix reproduction decoders.
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The possibility of this kind of hierarchy of matrix of Fig. 9 with gain Gl, which may be real or complex,
reproduction decoders for n-loudspeaker stereo means to the/th loudspeaker. Then one can compute objective
that to design good-sounding n2 × n] matrix decoders, physical properties of the resulting sound field at the
one needs only to do detailed design work in the case ideal stereo seat, including the (complex) gains of the

n2 = n _ + 1, and implement the other cases as composite pressure and the velocity vector and of the total energy
decoders, and the soundintensity vector, and relate these to the

resulting stereo illusion. This gives rise to two sub-

4 DIRECTIONAL PSYCHOACOUSTICS theories of localization. One, termed the velocity theory,
relates the localization to the vector obtained by dividing

A summary of a theoretical framework for the per- the velocity vector gain by the pressure gain at the

ception of a directional stereo effect is now given. It listener. The velocity theory is based on the ears using
is not claimed that the following theory is a perfect interaural phase cues to localize sounds and is most

predictor of all aspects of stereo perception, since no apt at frequencies below 700 Hz--:a frequency at which
simple mechanistic model can capture all the complexity the ears are effectively spaced apart by half a wave-
of auditory perception. However, the theory given here, length.
which was first presented in a simple form in [9], is The other subtheory, which we term the energy vector
quite a good predictor for frequencies to at least around theory, relates localization to the ratio of the sound
3.5 kHz. Its real function is to provide detailed guide- intensity vector gain (which describes the flow of sound
lines on the design of stereo-reproduction systems energy) to the total energy. This theory is apt mainly
without claiming to be exact or exhaustive, at frequencies between about 700 Hz and 5 kHz for

The most detailed account of the theory has been central listeners, but it can be shown that if the sound

provided in [10], where it was set in a general "meta- arrivals from the n loudspeakers are phase incoherent
theoretic" context which, in principle, can be extended with one another (as might be the case with very non-

to provide an exact description of directional psycho- central listening positions), then the velocity vector
acoustics. A useful summary of the present theory was theory gives the same predictions as the energy vector

provided in [11]. These previous descriptions were ap- theory, so that for such listeners the energy vector theory
plied to Ambisonic surround sound and gave little ex- is useful even at frequencies well below 700 Hz. In
plicit information about the applications of the theory addition, in practice there is no sharp transition fre-
to noncentral listeners, whereas in the present stereo quency such as 700 Hz for the two subtheories, but

U_IIU _111_11 UULII $.ll_--,_dtl_.,Oapplication it is the intention to stabilize the relative rather a fuzzy ...... of frequencies at"'_-:_' _.__k_._^.:_o
position of stereo images with respect to the frontal have some applicability. Certainly, interaural phase
stereo loudspeaker layout for listeners well away from cues can still be used up to 2 kHz for sounds quite
the ideal stereo seat. (In Ambisonics [14] the intention close to a frontal direction.

is more to stabilize the absolute direction of images.) While this is not the place to go into details, it is

Fig. 9 shows a stereo loudspeaker layout disposed further worth mentioning that it is possible to dem-
on a sector of a circle centered at an ideal stereo seat onstrate that the ears use different localization strategies

position, with all loudspeakers equally distant from for transient and steady-state continuous sounds, and
the ideally situated listener. We use rectangular (x, y) that the theories just described apply in the main to
axes, with the x axis pointing forward and the y axis continuous components of sounds. For transient sounds
pointing due left, as shown. For n loudspeakers, in- up to around 3.5 kHz, the Haas, or precedence, effect

dicated by subscripts i = 1..... n, the/th loudspeaker [15], [16] is used, whereby earlier sound arrivals tend
is disposed in a direction measured by the angle 0i to influence localization more than later arrivals, at

anticlockwise from the x^axis, that is, from the x axis least for delays less than about 40 ms. However, the
toward the y axis, so that 0i is positive for loudspeakers energy vector theory can be used as a predictor also
to the left of center and negative for loudspeakers to for Haas-effect transient localization.
the right of center. Above about 3.5 kHz the Haas effect is largely in-

Suppose that a sound is fed to all of the n loudspeakers operative, and the ability to form convincing phantom
images from several sources is decreased, with a tend-
ency for individual sound sources to become more au-

6_ dible. Nevertheless, the energy vector theory provides
information about localization at these frequencies,

_ x 6n but it is no longer a reasonably accurate predictor of

Gl_. x_ theactuallocalizationdirection.

'- //' '_ With all these qualificationsin mind, we state the
'- _ . _ two subtheories in a usable mathematical and com-

_ .'/ putational form. For a certain listener in Fig. 9, the
y _ '(_ total pressuregainat the listeneris

Fig. 9. Rectangular axes x, y and polar angles 0_of loud- _-,speakers fed with indicated gains G_used in psychoacoustic P -- _.a Gi (16)
localization theories, i=l
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and the total energy gain at the listener is where

E = _ IGil 2 . (17) vx : _ G/cos 0i (22a)
i=1 i=1

The sound intensity vector gain at the listener is thevector quantity Vy = G i sin 6 i . (22b)
i=1

e = (ex, ey) (18) As before, the localization according to the velocity
vector localization theory is given by the ratio

where the components ex and ey along the respective

x and y axes are given by v (Vp _)= , (23)

ex = _ IGil2 cos 6i (19a) with the complication that in general this vector has

i=l complex-valued entries. However, low-frequency inter-
aural phase localization theories predict [9], [10] that

ey = _ Is/] 2 sin 0i · (19b) only the real part
i=1

Localization according to the energy vector localization (Re(p), Re(_)) (24)
theory is determined by the vector ratio e/E, which
has length rE _> 0 and angular direction 0E given by of this vector contributes to the apparent localization,

although it is found that the imaginary component

ex

rECOS OE -- E
//X /X',

(20) (Imf;X), lm(_)) (25)

rE sin 0E -- ey

\ N--/ \--//

E causes imagebroadening and an unpleasantsubjective
sensation termed phasiness, and also contributes to

This energy vector direction 0E is the apparent direction localization at middle frequencies around 600 Hz. In
of sounds according to the energy vector localization practice, if the length of the phasiness vector of Eq.
theory if the listener faces the apparent sound source. (25) is less than about 0.2, then such phasiness effects
The energy vector length rE is less than or equal to 1, can largely be ignored. The phasiness vector is zero
and is only equal to 1 if the sound emerges from a for central listeners if all the gains G i are real valued,
single loudspeaker only. Ideally rE = 1 for natural as is the case for all non-frequency-dependent decoders
sound localization, and 1 - rE is roughly proportional considered in this paper, although a small degree of
to the angular movement of the apparent image direction phasiness is introduced by phase shifts in the filters in
relative to that of the reproducing loudspeakers when frequency-dependent decoders unless special phase-
listeners either move laterally or rotate their heads. As compensation precautions are taken.
a rule of thumb, this applies both to the localization The real component, Eq. (24), of the ratio of velocity
of continuous sounds and to Haas-effect localization gain to pressure gain can be used to predict localization.
of transient sounds, although the actual degree of image This vector has length rv >_ 0 and angular direction
movement is larger for the latter. Thus rE = 0.95 gives 0v given by the equations
about one-third of the image movement of rE = 0.85.

For central images over the standard 60° two-loud- (¢)
speaker stereo layout, rE = 0.866. rv cos 0v = Re

Thus, between them, 0E and rE provide good pre- (26)

dictors both of image localization for centrally placed (_)listeners and of image stability for other listeners. Above rv sin 0v = Re .
3.5 kHz, 0E is not an accurate predictor of localization,

with a tendency for sounds to be pulled more strongly The velocity vector localization 0v, also termed the
to the direction of the loudest loudspeakers than is Makita localization after the work of Makita [17], [18],

predicted by the energy vector theory, is the apparent direction of sounds according to inter-
The velocity vector gain for a central listener is given aural phase theories if the listener faces the apparent

by the vector directionof the sound. Fornatural singlesoundsources,

rv = 1, and departures of rv from 1 cause instability
v = (Vx, vy) (21) of images as the listener rotates his or her head. rv >
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1 increases apparent image width, and rv < 1 reduces the same for left, center, and right positions, but that
it, but in general, values of rv close to 1, say in the at intermediate positions, the energy vector localization
range of 0.85 to 1.1, are found not to degrade image angle 0E is wider than the velocity localization 0v,
quality greatly, but much smaller (such as <0.7) or being about twice as wide for near-center locations.
much larger (such as > 1.3) values of rv are generally This agrees with the well-established observation [20]-
unacceptable. [22] that high-frequency two-loudspeaker stereo lo-

For loudspeakers at different distances from the lis- calization gives wider images than low-frequency lo-
teners, these theories still apply, except that the gains calization. Also note the "detent" effect for energy
Gi must be replaced by vector localization whereby the localizations of sounds

toward the edges of the stereo stage are pulled into the

'_ nearestloudspeaker--aphenomenonnotedbyHarwood
Gi e_jt% (27)
d//J [20] experimentally.

It will be seen that the values of rv and re at the two

where d i is the distance of the /th loudspeaker, co is edges of the stereo stage equal 1, denoting the expected
the angular frequency of a sound, and xi is the time good image stability of sounds emerging from only one
delay of sound arrivals from the/th loudspeaker, loudspeaker, but that center-stage images have markedly

reduced values of rv and rE, indicative of poor image

5 3 x 2 DECODERS stability.
Figs. 12-15 show the psychoacoustic localization

The preceding psychoacoustic theories are now ap- parameters rv, 0v, rE, and 0E computed for a two-
plied to the reproduction of standard two-channel stereo channel stereo sound with panpot angle 0 when repro-
signals L2 and R2 via a 3 × 2 energy-preserving matrix duced via the 3 × 2 energy-preserving matrix decoder
decoder of the form shown in Fig. 4 via three stereo of Fig. 4 with w = 1 and of Eqs. (9) over the layout
loudspeakers L3, C3, and R3, as shown in Fig. 10. We of Fig. 1(c) or (f) with 03 = 45 °, for respective values
assume the use of a three-loudspeaker stereo layout for of the decoder angle parameters 0 = 90 °, arctan X/2 =
which 03 = 45 °, that is, which subtends a total angle 54.74 °, arctan 2 -'/2 -- 35.26 °, and arcsin 1/3= 19.47 °.
of 90 ° at the listener, as shown in Fig. 1(c) or (f). The 0 = 90 ° decoder gives exactly the same results as

It is convenient to describe the stereo position of two-channel stereo reproduction via two-loudspeakers
sounds in a two-channel stereo signal in terms of a with 02 = 45 °, and it will be seen that the results shown
panpot angle parameter 0, where 45 ° _> 0 _> -45 °, in Fig. 12 are broadly similar to the narrower two-
such that the L2 signal has gain cos(45 ° - 0) and the loudspeaker results shown in Fig. 11, except that 1)

R2 signal has gain cos(45 ° + 0). This is the gain law all reproduced direction angles are wider and 2) the
of a constant-power or sine-cosine panpot of the kind values of 1 - rv and I - rE are increased by a factor
discussed, for example, by Orban [19], and is such of about 1.62, resulting in stereo images that are con-
that the sound is panned to the left for 0 = 45 °, at the siderably more unstable, as found in practice over such
center for 0 -- 0°, and to the right for 0 = -45 °.

Fig. 11 shows the psychoacoustic localization pa- 1._ _r_
rameters rv, 0v, rE, and 0E computed for a sound with 7.o _....__ rEpanpot angle 0 when reproduced via a conventional 0.9-
two-loudspeaker stereo layout, such as that of Fig. o.8-

l(b), with 02 = 35°, that is, subtending a total of 70° 0.7 , , ,
at the stereo seat. This value has been chosen rather

than the more conventional 60 ° sector in order to provide -_5
a better comparison with the three-loudspeaker repro-

duction data. It will be seen that, as expected, the -so 0[_
velocity and energy vector localization directions are

tll

P,EPRODUCTIDN
DECODER
MATRIX _ 15

<2,_32. -._
30

L$

',' _ j? 'q3 aSt_s 3o 15 o 45 -ao -z_5
< '(_/ PANPOTANGLEo

Fig. 10. Reproduction of two-channel stereo through three Fig. 11. Psychoacoustic localization parameters for two-
loudspeakers via matrix decoder, loudspeaker stereo reproduction with 02 = 35°.
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a wide loudspeaker layout, images is now only a little poorer than for Fig. 1l.

Fig. 13, with 0 = 54.74 °, shows a somewhat narrower The broad trend of rv is somewhat similar to that of

stage width of reproduction, with the relative width of Fig. 11, but rE is slightly reduced at the stage edges,

the energy vector localization relative to the velocity giving a somewhat degraded image stability at these

localization even greater than for the two-loudspeaker stereo positions, but still very good as compared to

stereo of Fig. 11. However, the center-stage values of center-stage images. Fig. 14, with 0 = 35.26 °, shows

rv and rE indicate that the image stability of central a virtually unchanged velocity vector localization di-

1.o 1.0 /

0.9 rE 0,9
0.8 0.8 r"V

0.7 .... 0.7 , , !

-30 OE -30

-15 mm _ -75

_ 0 -

t.4 "_

o E
--J _j

30 30

45 , , , 45 ,
l_5 30 1,5 0 -15 -30 -45

1,5 30 15 -15 -30 -t_5
P,AA/POT ANGLE 0

PANPOT ANGLE 0

Fig. 12. Psychoacoustic localization parameters for two-
loudspeaker stereo reproduction with 02 = 45°, that is, for Fig. 14. Psychoacoustic localization parameters for three-
three-loudspeaker stereo reproduction with 03 = 45° via 3 loudspeaker stereo reproduction with 03 = 45° via 3 x 2
x 2 energy-preserving matrix decoder with 0 = 90°. energy-preserving matrix decoder with 0 = 35.26 °.

0.8 0._- % rE
o._] , ,_'-_--_, '," t 0.7

-45 -45 --

_-15 m -15-

o 0 o

15 _ is

·4 Cb
30 -430

4,5 45
¢5 ,30 15 0 -15 -30 -45 %5 30 15 0 -15 -30 -q5

PANPOT ANGLE 0 PA/VPOT ANGLE O

Fig. 13. Psychoacoustic localization'parameters for three- Fig. 15. Psychoacoustic localization parameters for three-
loudspeaker stereo reproduction with 03 = 45° via 3 x 2 loudspeaker stereo reproduction with 03 = 45° via 3 x 2
energy-preserving matrix decoder with ¢ = 54.74 °. energy-preserving matrix decoder with 0 = 19.47 °.
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rection, but the energy vector localization direction is high frequencies going to a pair of gains cos OH and
now narrowed to the point where it is virtually the sin Ou corresponding to a high-frequency value OHof
same as the velocity vector direction for all but the 0, and with low frequencies going to a pair of gains
most extreme left and right panpot angles 0. The velocity cos OL and sin 0L corresponding to a low-frequency
vector magnitude rv is now generally closer to the value OLof 0.
ideal value of 1 than even for Fig. 11, and the energy If this band-splitting filter has outputs that sum to

vector magnitude rE is very nearly constant in value its inputs, then the difference S2 channel processing
across the entire stereo stage, indicating that the degree in Fig. 16 is unaltered, but if instead they sum to an
of instability of images is about the same for all stereo all-pass response, then a parallel all-pass response

positions, and certainly 1 - rE has about one-third of should be placed in the S2 signal path, indicated by
its value in Fig. 12 for center-stage images and is about the extra block before the width control gain w, to
0.54 of its value in Fig. 11, giving much improved match the phase responses of the sum-and-difference
central image stability. _ channels. The extension of Fig. 16 to the case with

The main flaw with the localization behavior shown three- or more-way band splitting to provide three

in Fig. 14 is the excessively narrow energy vector lo- or more frequency bands in which ¢ takes on differing
calization for extreme left and right images, which values is obvious.
causes this decoder (0 = 35.26 °) to lose a sense of For a decoder with two bands in which 0 takes on

adequatewidth, different values, there is the problem of finding the
As ¢ is reduced further to 19.47 °, as in Fig. 15, the optimum transition frequency between the bands and

velocity vector localization direction 0v has hardly the optimum values of 0 in each band. At very low
changed, but the energy vector localization direction frequencies, say below 150 Hz, the value of O is un-
0E is now considerably narrower, causing a very narrow critical, since we have seen that the low-frequency
effect at high frequencies, rv and rE are now much velocity vector localization is largely independent of
closer to 1, giving excellent image stability for central the value of 0, and in any case, the ears' sensitivity to
images, but poorer image stability for edge-of-stage stereo quality is somewhat diminished at very low fie-
images. As 0 tends to 0° (not illustrated), central image quencies. Over most of the stereo stage we have seen
stability becomes perfect, 0v is not much changed, but from Fig. 14 that 0 = 35° tends to be the best choice
0E ----0 ° at all positions, thereby losing high-frequency up to perhaps 3.5 kHz. The optimum choice of O above,
imagewidth, say, 5 kHz needs to be determined empirically, for

Fig uu__,,_tllU IIUIII..;UIItl EII lib LUIIt;TI _,. OUt[I G_IItI_Iinformal listening tests to the decoder of 4 with ......... ,-_ ,,, .... *
different values of the parameter ¢ confirm these theo- of energy vector and Haas-effect localization models
retical predictions, and in particular that, for a central at these frequencies.
listener, 0 -- 35.26 ° gives the sharpest and most convincing On most program material it is found that the con-
phanto m images across about 75% of the stereo stage, tribution of the frequencies above 5 kHz to the sense

However, its loss of width at the two extremes of of a wide stereo stage is very important, as can be
the stereo stage is found to be a marked defect. While verified in conventional two-loudspeaker stereo by ill-
not much can be done about this, one can greatly im- tering out these frequencies. Therefore a good strategy

prove the subjective performance of a 3 x 2 matrix for ameliorating the loss of stage width with ¢ = 35 °
decoder by making 0 frequency dependent so that dif- at lower frequencies is to provide a wider reproduction
ferent tradeoffs at different frequencies can be made. just above 5 kHz. The best value of OH above 5 kHz

Fig. 16 shows the block diagram of an energy-pre- has been determined by listening to a wide range of
serving frequency-dependent version of the 3 × 2 matrix program material through a steep-cut high-pass filter
decoder of Fig. 4. In this decoder, 0 is made frequency at 5 kHz. It is found that values of ON significantly
dependent by preceding the sine-cosine gain circuit smaller than 55 ° do not retain a full sense of stage
in the M2 signal path by a band-splitting network, shown width for both central and noncentral listeners, but that
as a high-pass and complementary low-pass filter, with 0}_ = 55 ° or larger do. However, it is also found that

I....... "n

' J,_I"UI HI,

_M2 II ;',1' I,L2 q I 4 ;; '
I II *

L....... J[

R2 52 _. _,R3

Fig. 16. Frequency-dependentversion of 3 x 2 matrix decoderof Fig. 4, using aband-splitting filter network preceding the
sine-cosine gains anda possible all-pass phase compensation in the difference channel.
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e_ much larger than 55° has a high-frequency "hole in 6 PRESERVATION DECODERS
the middle" with inadequate center-stage sounds. The

value 0u = 55 °, or thereabouts, gives both a wide stage While the 3 x 2 matrix decoders are optimally de-
and a good spread of sound among all three loudspeak- signed to improve on the inherent limitations of two-
ers. Informal listening tests to full-range material con- loudspeaker reproduction, the degree of improvement
firm that a decoder of the form shown in Fig. 16 with possible by reproducing three- or four-loudspeaker
0L -- 35° and 0. = 55 ° or thereabouts seems to be the stereo via more loudspeakers is somewhat reduced. In
most satisfactory both for listeners at the ideal stereo this section we present or main results, which are the
seat and for listeners well away from it. determination of what we term preservation decoders,

An experimental decoder as shown in Fig. 16 was that is, n2 ×nl energy-preserving matrix decoders that
built, with the values of 0L, 0U, and the characteristics substantially preserve the values of the stereo locali-
of the band-splitting filter fully adjustable, and many zation parameters (apart from theeffects of any overall
hundreds of hours of listening to a wide range of different change of angular stage width caused by the overall
kinds of both commercial and private recordings cov- stage width of the loudspeaker layout).
ering the full range of current recording approaches Because of the possibility of forming composite de-
has verified that the preceding values of 01_and 0u are coders, indicated in Fig. 8, we only consider the design
consistently preferable to other choices. However, of(n + 1)× n matrix preservation decoders. Theexact
within limits, the characteristics of the band-splitting form of a preservation decoder depends on the values
filter are not so critical, of the angles 0p of the loudspeakers in the layouts

We have found that the transition frequency of the assumed, shown in Figs. l(b)-(e). However, using the
band-splitting filter should not be below about 5 kHz, design procedures described in this section, we have
but that otherwise the transition frequency is not very found that the form of the (n + 1) x n preservation
critical. Also, the crossover between the two frequency decoder matrix does not vary greatly for quite large

ranges should not be too sharp since the ears object to variations in the values of the angles Op.
sudden changes of behavior with frequency, but oth- We have chosen, for the purposes of computations,
erwise the crossover characteristics again seem not to to use the following standard reference values of the

be critical, layout angles Op:
The uncritical nature of 0 at very low frequencies

means that one can alter 0 below say 150 Hz to match 02 = 35°, 03 = 45°, 04 -- 50°,
loudspeakerbass characteristics.For example,if the (28)
center loudspeaker has less bass power handling than 05 = 1/304, 06 : 54 °, 07 = 1/206 .

the outer loudspeakers, then it is convenient to choose
0 near 90 ° at these frequencies, whereas if only the These reference values have been chosen because 1)
center loudspeaker can handle deep bass, a value of ¢ they are such that the angle between any adjacent pair
approaching 0 ° at very low frequencies is more apt. If of loudspeakers in a layout is the same as between
all three loudspeakers have limited bass power handling, other adjacent pairs in the same layout, and 2) the (n
a value of 0 approaching 54.74 ° at very low frequencies + 1) x n preservation decoders computed below give
is best, since this shares the extreme bass power of almost unchanged angular width of images before and
central images equally among the three loudspeakers, after the decoder. This lack of change of overall angular
maximizing bass power handling and giving maximum width makes before-and-after comparisons rather easier
reinforcement of bass from the three loudspeakers, than they would be otherwise.

If a frequency-independent decoder has to be used, Unlike in the two-channel case, there is no Standard
we have found that 0 = 45 ° provides a reasonable eom- panpot law for three or more channel stereo (see the
promise between image width and the image quality discussion in [23]), so that one cannot optimize a de-
and stability requirements, and that even this decoder coder, as we did in the 3 × 2 case, simply by looking
sounds markedly better than the Bell/Klipsch bridged at its effect on sounds panned across the stereo stage.
center loudspeaker proposal [2]-[5], while being au- Rather, one has a wide variety of possible methods of
dibly inferior to an optimized frequency-dependent de- "encoding" directional effect into the n-channel stereo
coder, for both central and noncentral listeners, signal. The n loudspeaker gains Gi of Fig. 9 can be

In applications where central image stability is crit- chosen over quite a wide range of values to create
leal, such as stereo television sound, image stability images. The n-entry vector (Gl ...... Gn) thus lies
can be improved by reducing 0L to, say, 25 ° or 20° in a region of n-dimensional space, and in designing
while retaining 0. at 55°. However, this central image preservation decoders, one needs to find convenient
improvement is at the expense of image quality at the representative points broadly covering this region rep-
edges of the stage, which affects not only, say, the resentative of different stereo positions, and to compute
width of musical and "stage-off" dramatic sounds, but their localization parameters rv, 0v, rE, and 0E via n
also the sense of naturalism of ambient sound effects loudspeakers and also, via an (n + 1) × n energy-
such as crowd noises, acoustics, and rainfall sounds, preserving decoder, via (n + 1) loudspeakers. One
which are important for atmosphere in dramatic pro- then needs to adjust the free parameters of the energy-
grams, news material, and sports broadcasts, preserving decoder until the reproduced localization
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parameters via the matrix decoder are broadly similar (1, 0, 0) and (1, 1, 0); for the 5 x 4 preservation
or identical to the original localization parameters, decoder, we must find those values of the four free

This procedure is quite complicated in that the math- decoder parameters (a, b, c) with a 2 + b2 + c2 = 1,
ematical equations for the localization parameters are 04, and 05 for which Eqs. (30) are satisfied for (L4,

highly nonlinear in the free parameters describing the Ls, R5, R4) gains (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0,
decoders, and solutions are only obtainable by numerical 0), and (1,0, 1,0); for the 6 x 5 preservation decoder
solution using a computer, we must find those values of the six free decoder pa-

Another problem is that we cannot expect every lo- rameters for which Eqs. (30) are satisfied for the (L6,
calization parameter to be exactly preserved. For ex- L7, C5, RT, R6) gains (1, 0, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0, 0),
ample, if rE is close to 1 for a sound via n loudspeakers, (1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 0, 1, 0, 0), and (1,
a sound in the same direction via n + 1 loudspeakers 0, 0, 1, 0), and so forth for larger n.
will have a smaller value of rE since the sound will no The system of simultaneous equations [Eqs. (30)] is
longer be in a direction near one of the loudspeakers, highly nonlinear, and so must be solved by numerical
One therefore has to prioritize localization parameters methods, such as hill-climbing methods, which depend
in deciding exactly what constitutes a good approxi- for convergence on finding or guessing a reasonable
mation to "preserving" them. In practice we do this by initial approximation to the final decoder parameter
concentrating on the localization angles 0v and 0E and values, so that a preliminary search of plausible values
attempting to preserve these, must be undertaken.

More precisely, we choose the following n-loud- By such numerical methods, which are quite time
speaker "stereo test signal" loudspeaker gains Gi: the consuming in all but the very simplest cases, we have
cases where only one loudspeaker is excited with Gk found that for loudspeaker layouts such as Fig. 1(b)-
= 1 and G i = 0 for i _ k, and the cases where a pair ,(e) with the standard reference values of Eqs. (28) the
of loudspeakers is excited with Gk = Gl = I and G i preservation decoder parameters are
= 0 when k _ i _ l, that is, with equal in-phase gains.
This yields l/2n(n - 1) different test signals, for which 0 = 50.36 ° (9')

0 V = 0 E and rv = rE since Gi = IGi] 2for all loudspeakers.
For a feed only to the kth loudspeaker, 0v -- 0E = Ok for the 3 x 2 decoder of Eqs. (9),
and rv = rE = 1, and for an equal feed to the kth and
/th loudspeakers, 03 = 10.57 °, 0o = 28.64 °. (10')

" 0v = 0E = l/2(0k + 0t) for the4 X 3decoderofEqs. (10) and
(29)

rv = rE -- cosl/2(0k -- 0t) · (a, b, c) = (0.6164, 0.6558, 0.4359), (il')

Because of left-right symmetry in the loudspeaker 04 = 51.64 °, 05 = 9.640
layouts and decoder equations, we need only consider
one of these signals and not its mirror image. If the approximately for the 5 × 4 decoder of Eqs. (11).
'localization parameters reproduced via an (n + 1) x Tables 1-4 show the computed original values rv,
n energy-preserving decoder are indicated by rv', 0v', 0v, rE, and 0E and the computed matrix-decoded values
rE', and 0E', then the preservation decoder requirement rv', 0v', rE', and OE' of the localization parameters
is of various preservation decoders for the stereo test signal

gains, respectively, for the 3 × 2, 4 x 3, and 5 × 4

0v' = 0E' (30) preservation decoders and also the 5 × 3 preservation
decoder obtained by cascading the 4 × 3 with the 5 ×

for all V2n(n + 1) stereo test signal gains considered. 4 preservation decoder, via the loudspeaker layouts of
For left-right symmetric test signals, this is automat- Fig. l(b)-(e) with the standard reference angles of
ically true since symmetry implies 0v = 0E = 0V' = Eqs. (28).
0E' = 0 °, and if Eq. (30) is true for a given stereo test It can be seen from these tables that the values of

signal, then it is alsotrue forits left-right mirrorimage. 0v and 0E are preserved to within about 1°, and that
Thus left-right symmetry reduces the number of Eqs. the values of rv are not altered greatly. The values of

(30), and it can be shown that the number of Eqs. (30) rE are often diminished somewhat as expected in ad-
to be satisfied exactly equals the number of free pa- vance, but not by a great amount, and in a few cases
rameters describing a left-right symmetric energy- are actually increased, such as for central images in
preserving (n + 1) x n matrix decoder for any n. the 3 × 2 and 5 × 4 decoder cases--a useful if mar-

In particular, for the 3 × 2 preservation decoder we ginal improvement.
must find that value of the decoder parameter 0 for Investigations of the before-and-after localization
which Eq. (30) is satisfied for (L2, R2) gains (1, 0); parameters of these decoders with signal gains according
for the 4 × 3 preservation decoder, we must find those to various three- and four-channel panpot laws have
values of the two decoder parameters 03 and 0D for indicated that these decoders maintain the values of
which Eqs. (30) are satisfied for the (L3, C3, R3) gains localization parameters remarkably well for a variety
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of ways of positioning sounds. However, we do not the standard reference values 0p given in Eqs. (28),
give details of these investigations here, since a detailed the results are somewhat similar. Tables 5 and 6 give

discussion of panpot laws is outside the scope of this the computed values of the preservation decoder pa-
paper. Differences in angular localization before and rameters of 3 x 2 and 4 x 3 energy-preserving decoders

after decoding seem invariably to be below 2° for rea- for final reproduction loudspeaker layouts with various

sonable stereo signals with these decoders, indicated values of 03, 04, and 05. It can be seen that

It will be noted that preservation decoders give an the values of these preservation decoder parameters do

overall image width rather less than the full angular not vary enormously with the precise angular disposition

width of the decoded loudspeaker layout--something of the loudspeaker layout. However, detailed compu-

that is inevitable given that any crosstalk among loud- tations of the localization parameters indicate that the

speakers narrows the energy vector reproduction, best behaved values of rE are obtained if 05 is near

However, this loss is minimal, being about 78.6% for %04. For 05 much smaller, there is a greater loss of

the 3 x 2 decoder, 90.2% for the 4 x 3 decoder, and total stage width and a reduction of rE for edge-of-

94.4% for the 5 x 4 decoder. The Appendix lists the stage sounds, and for 05 much larger, there is a marked

matrix equations of these preservation decoders in direct loss of rE for center-stage sounds. Space precludes full

terms, that is, in terms of the left-right form of the details of these results here, but nevertheless it is ex-

loudspeaker feed signals, pected that preservation decoders should prove useful

For loudspeaker layouts with angles 0p other than for most reasonable multi-loudspeaker stereo layouts.

Table 1. Gains of two-loudspeaker stereo test signals and their localization
parameters, direct via two loudspeakers with 02 = 35°, and via 3 x 2 preservation

decoder via three loudspeakers with 03 = 45 °.

Gains Two-loudspeaker parameters Three-loudspeaker parameters

L2 R2 rv 0v rE 0E rv' 0v' rE' 0E'

1 0 1.0000 35.00 1.0000 35.00 1.0000 35.38 0.9404 35.38
1 1 0.8192 0.00 0.8192 0.00 0.8153 0.00 0.8263 0.00

Table 2. Gains of three-loudspeaker stereo test signals and their localization parameters,
direct via three loudspeakers with 03 = 45 °, and via a 4 x 3 preservation decoder

via four loudspeakers with 04 = 50 ° and 05 = 1,/304,

Gains Three-loudspeaker parameters Four-loudspeaker parameters

L3 C3 R3 rv 0v rE 0E rv' 0v' rE' 0E'

1 0 0 1.0000 45.00 1.0000 45.00 0.9805 45.08 0.9690 45.08
0 1 0 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 0.00 1,0303 0.00 0.9474 0.00
1 1 0 0.9239 22.50 0.9239 22.50 0,9282 22.32 0.9254 22.32
1 0 1 0.7071 0.00 0.7071 0.00 0,6924 0.00 0.6534 0.00

Table 3. Gains of four-loudspeaker stereo test signals and their localization parameters
direct via four loudspeakers with 04 = 50° and 05 = 1/304, and via a 5 × 4
preservation decoder via five loudspeakers with 06 = 54° and 07 = 1/206.

Gains Four-loudspeaker parameters Five-loudspeaker parameters

L4 L5 R5 R4 rv 0v rE 0E rv' 0v' rE' 0E'

1 0 0 0 1.0000 50.00 1.0000 50.00 0.9996 50.95 0.9793 50.95
0 1 0 0 -1.0000 16.67 1.0000 16.67 1.0009 16.32 0.9606 16.32
1 1 0 0 0.9580 33.33 0.9580 33.33 0.9549 33.75 0.9546 33.83
0 1 1 0 0.9580 0.00 0.9580 0.00 0.9606 0.00 0.9613 0.00
1 0 1 0 0.8355 16.67 0.8355 16.67 0.8328 17.56 0.7790 17.51
1 0 0 1 0.6428 0.00 0.6428 0.00 0.6298 0.00 0.6377 0.00

Table 4. Gains of three-loudspeaker stereo test signals and their localization parameters,
direct via three loudspeakers with 03 = 45 °, and via a 5 x 3 composite preservation

decoder via five loudspeakers with 06 = 54 ° and 07 = V206.

Gains Three-loudspeaker parameters Five-loudspeaker parameters

L3 C3 R3 rv 0v rE 0E rv' 0v' rE' 0E'

1 0 0 1.0000 45.00 1.0000 45.00 " 0.9764 45.76 0.9683 45.74
0 1 0 1.0000 0.00 1.0000 0.00 1.0378 0.00 0.9515 0.00
1 1 0 0.9239 22.50 0.9239 22.50 0.9272 22.70 0.9226 22.41
1 0 1 0.7071 0.00 0.7071 0.00 0.6812 0.00 0.6475 0.00
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7 IMPROVEMENT DECODERS cases there is little advantage in departing from the use
of a preservation decoder.

There are two problems with the use of preservation In general, a composite improvement decoder can
decoders, as we have already seen in the 3 x 2 decoder be formed by following an improvement decoder with

case. First, they preserve the inherent defects as well either an improvement or a preservation decoder. Thus,
as the desired virtues of a stereo sound via n loud- for example, a 4 x 2 improvement decoder can be

speakers, whereas the use of a greater number of loud- formed by cascading the 3 x 2 improvement decoder
speakers should allow some improvement of at least with ¢ = 35 ° below 5 kHz and ¢ = 55 ° above 5 kHz
some of the localization parameters, notably rE, over with the 4 × 3 preservation decoder given above, with,

parts of the stereo stage for which they are poor, perhaps say, _3 = 10.57° and _iD = 28.64 °, giving a 4 x 2
at the expense of slightly degrading rE for those stereo decoder as in Eqs. (13) and Fig. 5, for which _J42z _j
positions at which it is very close to 1. Second, pres- - _J3 = 25° approximately below 5 kHz and ¢i42 = 45 °
ervation decoders were designed assuming a localization approximately above 5 kHz and _o = 28.6 °. The decoder

theory that becomes inaccurate at high frequencies, of Fig. 5 can be made frequency dependent in the same
particularly above 5 kHz. way that Fig. 16 is a frequency-dependent version of

Energy-preserving matrix decoders that "improve" Fig. 4.
the localization parameters, particularly rE, at low and Slight variations of these low- and high-frequency
middle frequencies, and that have modified behavior decoder parameters may be found to give slightly better
above about 5 kHz to take into account the modified results for the 4 × 2 improvement decoder, although

psychoacoustics of localization at these frequencies, variations of CD with frequency are generally found to
are termed improvement decoders. The design of im- be only around 2 or 3°.
provement decoders is more of an art than the design The optimum improvement decoder parameters may
of preservation decoders, since the requirements im- be dependent on the precise recording or panning method
posed on improvement decoders is a somewhat subjec- used to create the input n-loudspeaker stereo, partic-
tive tradeoff among various psychoacoustic require- ularly if sounds are positioned without the benefit of
ments, carefully designed n-loudspeaker panpots. However,

However, it is found that since the inherent defects with well-made material it is expected that a single

of well-made three- and four-loudspeaker stereo sound improvement decoder should always work well, and
are markedly smaller than for two-loudspeaker stereo that for n > 2, this improvement decoder will be little
sound, the room for improvement in three- :,ld four- different from the preservation decoder.
loudspeaker material is smaller than in the two-loud- n x 2 improvement decoders can easily be designed
speaker case. Thus the decoder parameters for im- as composite decoders having the performance of the
provement decoders with three- or four-loudspeaker earlier described 3 x 2 frequency-dependent decoder
inputs are found to be close, within a few degrees of followed by an n x 3 preservation or improvement
angle, to the preservation decoder values, and in many decoder.

Table 5. Values of 3 x 2 preservation decoder parameter 8 DELAY COMPENSATION
¢ for various values of three-loudspeaker

layout half-angle 03. The preceding work has been applied to stereo layouts
where all loudspeakers are equally distant from a listener

03 ¢ at the ideal stereo seat. These decoderscan be used

0.00 54.74 with other stereo loudspeaker layouts, such as the one
15.00 54.27
30.00 52.84 shown in Fig. l(g), but the results will be less than
45.00 50.36 ideal, although they will generally still be quite ac-

60.00 46.69 ceptable to noncritical listeners. Generally such layouts
will still tend to work quite well for very noncentral
listeners, but give degraded results at or near the tra-

Table 6. Values of 4 x 3 preservation decoder parameters ditional stereo seat.
_3 and _D for various values of four-loudspeaker

layout angles 04 and 05. Fig. 17 indicates a method of overcoming this problem
with layouts not equidistant from a central listener.

04 05 _J3 _JD Essentially one provides a delay line in each of the
45.00 9.00 9.07 33.39 loudspeaker feed channels feeding the loudspeakers
45.00 15.00 10.40 28.32 that are closest to the central listener, so that the path-

50.00 10.00 9.08 32.72 length differences in the acoustic field are compensated.50.00 16.67 10.57 28.64
60.00 12.00 9.16 31.64 Thus if a central loudspeaker is 0.5 m closer than the
60.00 15.00 9.89 30.75 outer loudspeakers, it is fed via a 1.47-ms delay since
60.00 20.00 10.98 29.42 sound travels 0.5 m in 1.47 ms for a speed of sound60.00 24.00 11.73 28.37
60.00 30.00 12.65 26.70 in air of 340 m/s. The use of delay lines to ensure that
75.00 15.00 9.49 30.92 sounds from all loudspeakers arrive at the same time
75.00 25.00 11.76 31.01 at the listener in the ideal stereo seat is termed delay
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compensation and is preferably done for a central lo- bridged center loudspeaker stereo. It is suitable for a
cation in the middle of the listening area. wide variety of applications, including high-quality

Some gain compensation for the closer loudspeakers music reproduction, television stereo reproduction, and
may also be used, but this should be done cautiously, other applications such as portable reproducers with
since it affects the energy-preservation properties of integral loudspeaker systems and in-car use.
the decoder, particularly for indirect or reflected sounds The other more general n2 × n j decoders, tabulated

arriving from the loudspeakers via the room boundaries, in the Appendix for particular loudspeaker layouts,
In general, providing delay compensation is more im- provide a detailed solution to the problem of feeding

portant and effective than gain compensation, stereo source material to a larger number of loudspeakers
Results for listeners away from the ideal stereo seat for all numbers of loudspeakers up to five, so that, for

are almost always improved by "toeing in" the outer example, three-channel stereo films can be reproduced
loudspeakers of a layout, as shown in Fig. l(f). This via four or five front-stage loudspeakers. This may be
has been realized since the 1950s [24] and is based on particularly useful in connection with HDTV stereo
using the loudspeakers' polar diagrams to help corn- systems, in that it makes the choice of the number of
pensate for the Haas effect. The optimum degree of transmitted stereo channels less critical.

toeing in is very dependent on the actual characteristics The psychoacoustic theory used allows a detailed
of the loudspeakers used. theoretical investigation of the stereo imaging properties

of these decoders, in which their virtues and defects

9 CONCLUSIONS can be examined in detail without a very high expend-
iture on experimental psychoacoustic testing. Such

This paper has presented detailed results on the op- testing is only required for the final "fine tuning" stages
timum psychoacoustic design of matrix decoders for in the design.
reproducing nl-loudspeaker stereo via a greater number The work in this paper has many other applications,
nz of loudspeakers. Although the mathematics, based notably to the optimum design of a matrix transmission
on orthogonal matrix theory and a velocity-sound in- system for recording and transmitting multichannel
tensity theory of sound localization, leads to horren- stereo, and to the optimization of three- and four-channel

dously complicated systems of nonlinear equations, panpots, but the details of this have been published
these can be solved numerically using a computer, and elsewhere [25], [26].

the optimum matrix decoders thus derived are relatively It is believed that this paper provides a systematic
insensitive to the precise angular dispositions of loud- basis for handling multiloudspeaker stereo signals and
speakers within the layout, for getting the best out of them via the available or

This insensitivity is fortunate, since it means that a desired reproduction layout. By using theoretical
single n 2 × nl matrix decoder can in practice be used psychoacoustics in a systematic way, it allows better
with a variety of loudspeaker layout dispositions, and results to be obtained than prior ad-hoc proposals for
adjustments are necessary only for the most critical multiloudspeaker stereo systems, such as have been
applications, used previously in cinema or HDTVapplications, and

This paper has, in particular, provided a detailed is particularly optimized toward domestic-scale appli-
optimization of a matrix decoder for reproducing two- cations.
channel stereo via three loudspeakers. This decoder is

frequency dependent and gives far from perfect stereo 10 PATENT NOTE
imaging, but it does give excellent general results at
most listening positions with a useful improvement in Some of the work disclosed in this paper is the subject
central image stability, and it gives most listeners the of patent applications by the author.
illusion of a continuous sound stage between the two

loudspeakers. It has been found preferable both to tra- 11 ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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